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Supplemental Figure 2. Hierarchical cluster analysis to classify individuals according their M-
values revealed a distinct Turner syndrome cluster. Au is the multiscale bootstrap resampling (bootstraps=1,000) based approximately unbiased p-value (given in red). Bp is the normal bootstrap resampling p-value (in green). Both au and bp represents the p-value of a cluster as a value between 0 and 100%. Clusters with an au larger than 95% are strongly supported by data. Labels indicate karyotype (Orange=46,XX; Green=45,X; Purple=46,XY). A: X-chromsome analysis, B:
Autosome analysis. Supplemental Table 7 . Statistical significant gene ontology (GO) terms found using GREAT.
Supplemental
Autosomal DMRs with an FWER<0.05 and absolute (delta-M-value)>0.5 were given as input. 
